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Functions and packages in R 

 

In R/RStudio the user applies functions to manipulate these objects and this is basically 

how this software works. The biggest advantage of R is that users can access freely a lot of 

packages created by econometric professional, therefore users can apply very complex models 

without the need to create functions. Here let see how to get packages with functions and 

also how to create custom functions. 

 

Installing, loading and updating packages 

 

Users must install packages in order to use the functions. After that in each session users 

have to upload the package that they need. Also it is good to update your packages to be up 

to speed on new developments in the econometric theory and practice. The following code 

shows how to install, load and update packages: 

 

 

 

Create your own custom functions 

 

R is a open source software and therefore user can create custom functions of it is necessary. 

The following code is a example on how to creat your own function. The basic steps are 1) 

define the variables of your function and 2) in the body program what your function will do: 
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Case Study 

 

Lets take a quick case study to show how useful are custom-created functions: 

 

Our task is to create a function in R that helps us estimate the expected salary for employees. 

In the company each employee have “Base” salary of $1000. Workers benefit from experience 

by adding 1.5% per year of experience on the “Base”. Also the salary depends on the category 

of skills that is determined by the HR Department on the grades 1 to 5, moving each level we 

increase the salary by $250 e.g. skill level with grade 0 has $0 added to the salary, level 5 

has $1250. Finally there is a inflation protection which is calculated multiplying the “Base” 

Salary and “Skill Premium” by the inflation factor. 

Tasks: 

1) Create function in R that calculates the salary; 

2) What will be the expected salary of person “X” with 8 years experience, skill grade 3. 

Assuming expected inflation of 2.4%? 

3) Plot the function in respect to the experience variable while using grade level of 4 and 

inflation factor of 2%? 
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Solution for Case Study 
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Disclaimer: 

This material has been prepared by APS PROEKTKONSULTING Ltd. for the website 
www.abiranalytic.com (referred herein as the "Website"). This document is for information and 
illustrative purposes only. It is not, and should not be regarded as investment advice or as a 
recommendation regarding any particular security or course of action. Opinions expressed herein are 
current opinions as of the date appearing in this material only and are subject to change without 
notice. Reasonable people may disagree about the opinions expressed herein. In the event any of the 
assumptions used herein do not prove to be true, results are likely to vary substantially. All 
investments entail risks. There is no guarantee that investment strategies will achieve the desired 

results under all market conditions and each investor should evaluate its ability to invest for a long 
term especially during periods of a market downturn. No representation is being made that any 
account, product, or strategy will or is likely to achieve profits, losses, or results similar to those 
discussed, if any. You may not rely on the statements contained herein.  

 

This information is provided with the understanding that with respect to the material provided herein, 
that you will make your own independent decision with respect to any course of action in connection 
herewith and as to whether such course of action is appropriate or proper based on your own 
judgment, and that you are capable of understanding and assessing the merits of a course of action.  

 

APS PROEKTKONSULTING Ltd.  will not be responsible for any loss, damage for any direct, special, 
indirect, consequential, incidental damages or any other damages of any kind that could result from 
interception by third parties of any information made available to you via this material. 

 

In no event will the APS PROEKTKONSULTING Ltd. and its owners be liable to you  

No part of this document may be reproduced in any manner, in whole or in part, without the prior 
written permission of the APS PROEKTKONSULTING Ltd.  

APS PROEKTKONSULTING Ltd. shall not have any liability for any damages of any kind whatsoever 
relating to this material. You should consult your advisors with respect to these areas.  

 

By reading this material, you acknowledge, understand and accept the foregoing. 

**Authors has not invested in the entities in question 

**Authors are not in any way connected to the entities in question 
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